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Abstract: This book explores changes in the social, economic and political processes underpinning the mechanisms for the management of human mobility and cohabitation in the Mediterranean region, while suggesting comparisons with the situation in the Americas. It considers the public policies that introduce such mechanisms at state, region or city level, and also explores the way that populations adapt to, breach or find ways of working around these systems. The volume also attempts to evaluate the extent to which the reactions of the populations concerned can influence such systems. Relying on a historical perspective and covering a broad period of time from the nineteenth to the twenty-first century, this book questions the increasing influence of processes born out of globalization upon present readjustments of mobility and territorial configurations.
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Migrants walk through cornfields to the border crossing point between Serbia and Croatia near the town of Sid, 19 September 2015. Photograph: Art Widak/Demotix/Corbis. One solution would be a humanitarian visa system that allows asylum seekers to travel legally to a country in which they can claim asylum. This is needed for Syria and the Mediterranean. Survival migration Increasingly, people fleeing fall into a neither/nor category. Many people leaving fragile states fall outside the 1951 convention definition but cannot in any way be described as "voluntary" migrants. He is author of Survival Migration: Failed Governance and the Crisis of Displacement. Topics: Migration.